Summary
Within the context of the CERN SPS ppbar colliding beam experiments there are 2 x 15 power supplies which have to provide the currents necessary to produce the two low beta insertions. Their control system is described for both the hardware and the software parts. The references use a combination of an 18 bit DAC and an integrator to produce a relatively smooth drive signal to the current controlled power supplies. These 18 bit devices must operate in a hostile environment (electrical noises, temperature changes).
Results are given on their performances, especially on To achieve the smoothed output form, the voltage increment is applied to the integrator stage opposite to where the actual output is going. This provides some extra drive, the normal time constant RlxCl being >> 10 msec. R2 must be adjusted appropriately. The transfer characteristic for a step input looks as follows: Earlier experience elsewhere however showed these to be so infrequent that they were never connected back to the appropriate CAMAC equipment.
The driver naturally must do the formatting of the values, send off and check against curve shapes which may exceed the limits of 0 V downwards or 10 V upwards, at which level it simply clamps.
b) Corrections
The correction algorithm used is very simple. In order not to be dependent on any past situations only the slope of a given 60 msec period is compared to its demanded value and adjusted. This is done throughout the cycle with the exception of a 120 msec period in which an absolute value is set if it is in a pulsing mode. As also one absolute value must be fixed, the relevant measurement is done at T = 0 of the cycle and then the absolute value adjusted accordingly. Due to various choices made earlier, this level can be set with a 15 bit resolution only, but could however be extended to the full 18 bit resolution by changing and expanding the relevant software.
As the corrections are intended for correcting large initialization errors and errors due to power supply lag only, they run for 1 cycle at a time and must be restarted afterwards.
The start of the corrections can be triggered by either a direct operator command or by a scheduled program on any given criteria.
The corrections cannot be turned on during a storage run as the trigger point lies outside the conditions existing in the storage mode. This is done intentionally as there are other means of changing levels at that time. [3] [4] [5] cycles and subsequent trimming of the machine, it was shown that on a subsequent restart the machine would be right back in operational mode due to the excellent repeatability of the system. The remainder of the computer space is taken up by the standard computer system used at the SPS.
Some results
One of the power supplies was selected for long-term stability measurements. One measurement per minute was made during any storage run longer than that interval. In Fig. 2 the points are plotted every 10 minutes, in Fig. 3 every 30 minutes. REAL TIME .-t V "n..j I REAL TIME
